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REAL LUXURY INSIDE
South Africa Deluxe and Timepieces Deluxe are elegant reflections of limitless luxury and lifestyle at the highest level.
As a member of the international Publishing Group Deluxe, these high-quality print publications focus specifically on
an audience that has an exceptional affinity with luxury.
Every effort is made to provide our readers with unique, interesting and engaging stories to read, while at the same
time providing a strong platform for our supporting clients to be introduced to both existing loyal, and potential new
advocates for their brands.

READERSHIP
Each Deluxe publication is dedicated exclusively to the luxury lifestyle of the Ultra-High-Net-Worth Individual (UHNWI).
These English-language magazines offer an exquisite platform for business and high-quality leisure activities and
lifestyle in exclusive locations in South Africa and around the world. Our publications are read by senior business
executives, directors and CEOs, as well as the wealthy leisure tourists who travel to our beautiful shores. Our reach
also includes the ex-pat market and government ministers and heads of state across the continent. Our aim is to
continue to set the highest standard in the field of luxury.

GROUP EDITORIAL POLICY
Across all of our publications the content is a combination of independent stories and advertorial articles, researched
and written by our talented team of writers. For the independent articles we focus on uniquely South African content,
sharing the history and positive stories coming out of South Africa. We have a passion for the arts, for our culture,
for individuals making a difference in our communities through social projects and nature conservation and we love
sharing their stories with our readers.
Our advertorial articles are written for our clients; however they are never based on press releases or stock stories
sent by our clients. Rather they are independently researched and the topics expanded upon to share more than just
standard information. They are crafted into interesting and exciting stories which allow the reader to understand more
about the brand itself, learning not only about what makes it special, but also about the brand’s interaction with the
world around it, its place in history and its current positioning.
At all times we endeavour to achieve the highest quality content of which we – the custodians of South Africa Deluxe
and Timepieces Deluxe – can be proud. We approach each topic and interview with respect and enjoy working closely
with the various organisations which entrust their brands to our care. When advertorial articles are written we do
request final approval from our clients and will ensure any necessary factual corrections are made before going to
print, should these be requested timeously.

SOUTH AFRICA DELUXE
South Africa Deluxe is released quarterly in September (Spring), December (Summer), March (Autumn) and June
(Winter). The magazines’ original editorial content focuses on contemporary themes including Business & Finance,
Shopping & Lifestyle, Art & Culture, Health & Beauty, Inside South Africa, Properties & Interiors, Motor & Sport,
Conservation, Making a Difference, Travel & Leisure
Sales and distribution takes place through top partners including, luxury hotels and exclusive car hire transfers, high
end boutique stores, art galleries, private jets and airport VIP lounges, estate properties and expatriate communities
as well distribution via exclusive events and amongst luxury member groups which allows us to have direct
communication with our and your target market. Our channels of distribution are predominantly national, however
there is a limited international distribution as well, all of which contributes to the magazine’s success. Through
continued efforts to secure exclusive distribution locations, we assist your brand in achieving maximum exposure to
the desired ultra-high-net-worth market. In addition, South Africa Deluxe Magazines are also available from select
high-end national magazine retailers.

TIMEPIECES DELUXE
Timepieces Deluxe is an annual publication focused on luxury watch brands which are available in South Africa and
abroad. It is an excellent showcase for our clients and allows us to reveal fascinating brand stories and partnerships
creating interest and delight our readers and creating loyal followers for the featured brands.
While Timepieces Deluxe does share some of the same distribution channels as South Africa Deluxe, the channels for
this publication are more specifically and uniquely targeted.
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“But the Phoenix is not remarkable for its feathers or
flames. It is most revered for its ability to climb from its
own funeral pyre, from the very ashes of its old charred
body, as a brand new life ready to live again once more.”
– Courtney Cole, Every Last Kiss

“Keep all special thoughts and memories for
lifetimes to come. Share these keepsakes with
others to inspire hope and build from the past,
which can bridge to the future."
– Mattie Stepanek

Reshaping the futuRe
Jenna Clifford’s Transformative Remodeling Service
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There is something very special about sitting on the bed with
your daughter, opening up your jewellery box, and lovingly going
through it piece-by-piece, sharing the stories behind each one with
her and then letting her try it on.
It is a time when you are able to share treasured memories through
the stories behind the jewellery - like the time when you were sitting
at your grandmother’s knee as she was getting ready for her ladies

have been sold and new pieces, more contemporary, relevant, and
appealing, bought with the proceeds.
Today the movement towards remodeling of these familial pieces
is gaining momentum and many forgotten gems are experiencing
a re-birth in a magnificent bespoke design.

auxiliary meeting and she was telling you about her childhood as
she fastened the clasp around her elegant single string of pearls.
Then there was the time you watched your mother dressing for
a black-tie affair, carefully slipping on her exquisite pearl and
ruby ring - rubies like delicate petals around the centred pearl,
forming an elegant flower. Remembering how excited you felt
when she passed on some of her treasured rings to you, when
you were old enough to appreciate and look after them - the
blue radiant cut Topaz that your grandmother brought back

“I give you this to take with you:
Nothing remains as it was. If you know this, you can begin
again, with pure joy in the uprooting.”

Experience a Jenna Clifford Remodeling

– Judith Minty, Letters to My Daughters

Jenna Clifford’s close relationships formed with her clientele lie at the
heart of her brand. While the brand was born out of Jenna’s passion for the
power of human expression and the art and craftsmanship of jewellery, it
is her personal approach to bespoke jewellery design that sets her apart.
Her success story is uniquely intertwined with that of her customers.
For Jenna, craftsmanship starts with conversation and connecting on a
personal level with her customer. Her ability to put people at ease and

from South America, the dramatic chunky oval-cut Citrine, and
the smokey grey quartz in a striking marquis cut, which slips so
comfortably onto your finger.
While she may never have worn them, finding them too large
and bulky, these rings, like your personality, are larger than life,
statement pieces that you’re comfortable wearing every day. You
know a time will come when you too, will pass these on to your

encourage them to open up, allows her to infuse each of her handcrafted,
bespoke creations with the personality, taste and spirituality of the wearer.
Her clientele are friends and confidants, not simply customers, and each

daughter, and you wonder whether she will experience the same
pleasure in wearing them, that you have had, or will they languish,
un-worn and under-appreciated once more?
For many of us, who are lucky to have pieces we’ve inherited, there
is a strong sentimental attachment. While the style of the ring, or
the pendant or earrings may not necessarily be to our tastes, it is

piece is a revelation of the journey taken and the stories shared that
culminate in the final design.
For the past 21 years, Jenna Clifford Designs has taken great care in the
remodeling of clients’ sentimental jewellery pieces, breathing into them
new life. Heirloom jewellery pieces are set free to bring joy to a new
generation, at a fraction of the cost of making up new jewellery. Each
bespoke creation is a result of the careful redesign, assembly and resetting
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ADVERTISEMENTS

difficult to think of parting with these precious treasures and the
memories that we associate with them. Sometimes though, it feels
like a waste, if they simply lie silently in scarlet velvet-cushioned
boxes, in safes or hope-chests, simply being passed from
generation to generation. In days gone by, pieces like these would

Each Jenna Clifford
Remodeling Design is as unique
as the individual for whom it
is designed and cannot be remade on request.
For an appraisal and quotation,
please contact Jenna Clifford
Designs:
+27 (0)11 523 6600
info@jennaclifford.com
www.jennaclifford.com

of stones from an existing piece of jewellery. The result is a transformation
like no other, a new jewellery heirloom based on classic everlasting design
Lindsay Grubb
principles and the wearer’s personal style.
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An Iconic Watch

foR An iConiC
ChARACteR
Omega and James Bond
“When I wrote the first one in 1953, I wanted Bond to
be an extremely dull, uninteresting man to whom things
happened; I wanted him to be a blunt instrument ... when
I was casting around for a name for my protagonist I
thought by God, [James Bond] is the dullest name I ever
heard.” Ian Fleming, The New Yorker, 21 April 1962.

PREMIUM PLACEMENTS

Omega
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him in staying out of, or more often than not, getting him out of harm’s
way. although these onscreen modifications may be the stuff of an
overactive imagination, the watches themselves are actually very
real. Crafted by omega, they have been a permanent fixture on 007’s
wrist since the release of Goldeneye in 1995. With life imitating art,
the lead actor who played Bond in Casino Royale (2006), Quantum
of Solace (2008), Skyfall (2012) and most recently Spectre (2015)

for exotic cars, good food, good drink and beautiful women, Bond has
become an iconic character that many men aspire to be.
Played on screen by a number of different actors through the years,
the Bond character has developed from fleming’s original “dull
and uninteresting” concept into a slick, unflappable, character.
so popular is the character that debates have raged over who is

also favours the omega seamaster as his timepiece of choice, and
is an active ambassador for the brand, a relationship that started
during a trip to hungary, as rumours ran rife around his imminent
selection to play Bond. says Craig, “I went to a second-hand store
and I bought myself an omega.
I thought, if I don’t become James Bond, this will be a reminder that

ultimately the best Bond, and which actor should be entrusted to
carry the franchise forward. Is it the original, suave sean Connery,
the more irreverent and witty Roger moore, the classic, and stylish
Pierce Brosnan or perhaps the more edgy and gritty character
brought to life by daniel Craig?
The character is not the only element which has evolved. Throughout
the years, Bond’s gadgetry has developed too, from the booby

I nearly did.” The rest, as they say, is history. his portrayal of Bond
has brought a sense of danger, rawness and realism to the role, while
still encapsulating the essence of the character, drawing inspiration
from the previous masters of the role. his commitment to exploring
the depths of the role he didn’t expect to get, has resulted in him
performing many of his own stunts.
as it turns out, the model he purchased, a 1968 omega seamaster

trapped attaché case seen in From Russia with Love to an astonishing array of gizmos that can do everything, except make you a cup
of coffee (not that Bond drinks coffee, he prefers a dry martini, one of
his traits that has stood the test of time although he did change his
tipple of choice to heineken beer in skyfall). This goes hand in hand
with his inimitable sense of style. from his crisp, tailored suits to his
impeccably manicured hair, Bond has always cut a dapper figure.

300, is the predecessor of the model he wears as Bond. It was a
watch worn by divers in the British Royal navy, very appropriate,
as author Ian fleming based Bond’s character on a number of
individuals he met during his time in the naval Intelligence division
during World War II, admitting that Bond "was a compound of all the
secret agents and commando types I met during the war", bestowing
the character with a history that included the position of Royal naval

This applies to his accessories too and not least, his watches.

Reserve Commander.
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These are not just attractive accessories that help the super-spy tell
the time of day, they have had various “modifications” made that
make them incredibly useful beyond the sphere of their intended
function. from bezels that shoot lasers, to remote detonating
devices, to miniature grappling hooks, Bond’s timepieces have aided

Things have changed dramatically, many would say for the better,
since fleming’s first novel and instead of being a synonym for
“dull and uninteresting”, James Bond has instead become a name
associated with adventure, danger, style and flair. With his penchant
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AN ICONIC
COLLECTION
Tradition collection by Breguet
For more than two centuries, Breguet’s watchmakers have remained
committed in their pursuit of precision, innovation and excellence.
Skilled artisans combine avant-garde processes with closely
guarded traditional techniques to produce some of the world’s
finest timepieces. Ever mindful of A.L. Breguet’s legacy, the Maison’s
craftsmen work daily, to perfect each timepiece, reinforcing
Breguet’s position as the architect of fine horology.
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When Breguet launched the Tradition collection by Breguet in 2005,
its 7027 model became the first contemporary timepiece to reveal
the movement organs above the baseplate. This innovative design
allowed connoisseurs to witness the precision and beauty of the
main movement, and soon established the Tradition as a horological
icon. What also set the Tradition watches apart, was their powerful
graphic identity which resulted from the symmetrical layout of
the movement components. On most Breguet Tradition models
you will find a barrel in the centre, a dial at 12 o’clock with hands
directly driven by the barrel, a balance wheel, and intermediate
wheels forming an arc stretching from 4 to 8 o’clock. The protective
pare-chute shock-absorbing system, invented by Abraham-Louis
Breguet, also appears on many Tradition creations ensuring that
they are instantly recognisable.
The design of the Tradition models, as the collection’s name implies,
draws on Breguet’s rich history, and its founder’s horological
innovations. The ability to see the movement organs above the
baseplate for example was inspired by the “subscription” watch that
was finalised in 1796. A.L. Breguet described it in the first chapter of
his treatise on horology: “The arrangement of the movement is such
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Inspired by a strong heritage of innovation
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mAgnifiCo
mASeRAti
Maserati, the icon of Italian automotive design, has
returned to South Africa. Charleen Clarke celebrates this
Italian maestro and its magnificent cars.
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like so many things Italian, the maserati story all started with a family,
and a fair bit of drama. In this case, it began with a railroad worker
called Rodolfo maserati who, together with his wife, Carolina losi,
fathered seven sons – Carlo, Bindo, alfieri (who died as an infant),
alfieri (named after his deceased brother), mario, ettore, and ernesto
– all by the end of the 19th century.
While they mostly inherited their father’s passion for speed, Carlo was
the first to put it to practical use, when at the age of 17, he designed his
first single cylinder engine. he was subsequently hired by fiat as a test
pilot, where he designed a wooden car with a single-cylinder engine in
his spare time. some say that this was the first maserati.
Carlo, described by the historians as both “precocious” and “creative”,
joined Isotta fraschini and persuaded the company to employ his
younger brother, alfieri, too – even though he was just 16. In 1909
Carlo started his own aircraft company, but he died of tuberculosis
a year later.
meanwhile, alfieri remained with Isotta fraschini, where he worked
first as a mechanic and then a racing driver. however, like his older
brother, he wanted to have his own business. In 1914, alfieri left his job
at Isotta fraschini to start officine alfieri maserati on via de Pepoli in
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the heart of Bologna. five months later, Italy was at war – and alfieri
and ettore were drafted for national service.
When the war ended, alfieri decided to get officine alfieri maserati off
the ground. he dabbled in various businesses – from the production of
bottles to sparkplugs – and decided that a logo for the company was
required. so he called on his brother, mario (the only sibling without
an interest in engines; he was an artist), to design an emblem. his
inspiration was one of the most characteristic symbols of Bologna:
the trident from the statue of neptune in Piazza maggiore.
In 1922 the company began producing racecars for diatto; it wasn’t
until 1926 that the first maserati-badged car, the Tipo 26, was created.
In keeping with the company’s short legacy, the Tipo 26 was a racecar.
numerous race victories followed but then, in 1932, alfieri died during
surgery at just 44 years of age. This was the third death of a maserati
brother and the third great tragedy to befall the maserati family.
The company, in the hands of ernesto, ettore and Bindo, continued
to build racecars but it was under huge pressure, most notably from
german companies. In 1937, therefore, the brothers sold the company
to the famous Italian entrepreneur adolfo orsi, it relocated to modena
and – by 1946 – it lifted the lid on the first maserati destined for daily
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The early days of independent film
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who at the time controlled one quarter, to one third of the domestic
marketplace. More theatres also began to exhibit independent films
- a market which grew by 33 percent in twelve months – and saw
independent films shown in half the theatres across the United states.
As more and more independent companies were established across
the country, the trust also found it difficult to efficiently enforce its

to sell their theatre chains and to cease anti-competitive practices.
After achieving many of its goals, the society of independent Motion
Picture Producers closed in 1958.

patents through litigation.
world war i took its toll on the trust as well, as it cut off most of the

Both world wars had an effect on the film industry in America. world war
i stemmed the steady flow of revenue and profits for the MPPC members.

The Independents gain momentum

was introduced, enabling cartier to let its diamonds move freely without restraint.
today, this innovative technique has inspired cartier’s ground-breaking vibrating
setting, an utterly feminine and modern creation.
this incantation of the ballon bleu de cartier reveals the magical energy within
the diamonds, sparkling with fiery brilliance, yet radiating a gentle softness and
femininity. the vibrating setting is truly revolutionary, and cartier has made several
patent applications for the ingenious invisible system that brings precious stones
to life, and makes the diamonds gleam and pulsate like the beating of a heart.
to the wearer the effect is hypnotic, like a wave of light in constant flux. the 42mm
case in rhodium-finish 18-carat white gold is set with brilliant-cut diamonds while
the fluted crown is set with a sapphire cabochon. the dial, with its sword-shaped
hands in blued steel, is in nac-treated 18-carat white gold set with brilliant-cut
diamonds, and the bracelet comes in rhodium-finish 18-carat white gold set with
brilliant-cut diamonds. the ballon bleu de cartier vibrating setting watch is a
limited edition of just 20 individually numbered timepieces, which are all fitted with
the extra-thin mechanical movement with manual winding, calibre 430 mc.

Rêves De Panthères Watch
Day/Night Complication Calibre
9916 Mc
entirely pavé-set with diamonds, this celestial watch is an ode to cartier’s
emblematic animal, the panther, who emerges gracefully once more, this time onto
an almost dreamlike landscape against a magnificent sky that changes from starry
night to shining sun with the day/night movement which belongs to the great

photos: © cartier / laziz hamani

Daring Creativity
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tradition of the masion’s complications.
the panther has, over the years, ventured from one movement to another,
sometimes skeletonised, sometimes oscillating, giving rise to a creative repertoire
to which the latest rêves de panthères watch, driven by the self-winding calibre 9916
mc, belongs. appearing for the first time in a pack, and surrounded by an exquisitely
feminine and jewelled disc, the panthers observe the spectacle as the sun and
moon take turns indicating the time, appearing and disappearing in an alternating
astral display. this magnificent 42mm timepiece features a beaded crown set with
a brilliant-cut diamond and the dial, with its sword-shaped hand in blued steel, is in
rhodium-finish 18-carat white gold and set with brilliant-cut diamonds. the watch’s
dark-blue alligator-skin strap has a folding buckle in rhodium-finish 18-carat white
gold set with brilliant-cut diamonds.
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Breguet

a yearning To fly

many believe that the modern age of aviation began on 21 november 1783, with the launch of a hot air balloon that carried pilâtre de
rozier and the marquis d'arlandes, travelling nine kilometres, and taking 25 minutes to do so. known as a "lighter-than-air" flight, the
craft was launched on the outskirts of paris by the french-born montgolfier brothers, from the grounds of the château de la muette.
while this was not the first time the brothers had launched a balloon into the air, it was the first time they had done it untethered and
with human passengers onboard – their previous passengers had been a sheep, a duck and a rooster.
the montgolfier brothers' venture was a resounding success, and it spurred other inventors on, including fellow frenchman,
Jean-pierre blanchard. he was one of the first to launch a steerable balloon, which he did on 2 march 1784. these exploits led, albeit
many years later, to the design of the rigid airship – the first aircraft to cover long distances, transporting passengers and cargo. the
most famous airship was the graf Zeppelin, manufactured by german company, Zeppelin, which completed an around-the-world
journey in august 1929.
the wright brothers set a new aviation record on 17 december 1903 when they were the first persons to fly a powered, as well as
controlled flight. the wright brothers are also widely considered to have been the first pilots to have taken a passenger with them on
board their plane – one of their mechanics, charles furnas.
from the early 1910s onwards the pace of development in the world
of aviation increased rapidly, driven by the start of world war i in mid1914. the italians supposedly employed the first fixed-wing aircraft
for military use, as early as late october 1911, for a reconnaissance
mission in libya. soon enough, fixed-wing aircraft had become
almost commonplace in the skies, and were adapted into bombers,
primarily used by the british and the germans.
in 1927 american aviator charles lindbergh made history by
completing the first solo transatlantic flight. while the first to fly this
route alone, he was in fact not the first to fly this route; that honour
was bestowed upon british aviators John alcock and arthur brown
some eight years prior.
after world war ii ended in 1945, something of an aviation boom
took hold. thousands of pilots were released from their military
service, as were many training and transport aircraft, their previous
use now moot. the development of civil jets became a priority, with
boeing releasing what would come to be one of the most widely
used and successful passenger jets, the 707, in the late 1950s.
in aviation, as in so many other fields, technology was a huge
contributor to rapid growth and progress. as better materials were
invented, so better aircraft were built; most notably the french
concorde, which ruled the skies for two decades, until its reign
ended in tragedy, and the remainder of its fleet grounded. advances
in instrumentation, navigation and electronics took the sector
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Warrior

THe Way of
THe Warrior

the samurai were influenced by Zen buddhism, and its simple rituals
and belief that salvation comes from within, which would form the
philosophical basis to the samurai’s own code, bushido – the way of
the sword. it was at this time that the sword gained significance in
samurai culture. it was said that a man’s honour resided in his sword,
and the craftsmanship of swords became an art form. at the heart of
bushido lay the philosophy that one must live free of fear, particularly
fear of death. by not fearing death one could attain the peace and
power needed to properly serve one’s master, with loyalty, honesty
and sincerity.
the kamakura shogunate fell to a rebellion led by ashikaga takauji
at the end of the 13th century. the centre of government was shifted
to kyoto and for the next two centuries, a near-constant state of war
existed between feuding territorial clans. after the onin war (14671477) the ashikaga shoguns lost their efficacy and a power vacuum
occurred, which paved the way for local lords and their samurai to step
in and maintain law and order. while political unrest was still a factor,
Japan saw considerable economic expansion during this muromachi
period. it was also a particularly creative and artistic period, with tea
ceremonies, the establishment of rock gardens, flower arranging,
theatrical performances and painting.
the unification of Japan under tokugawa lease in 1615, was the start

of 250 years of peace and prosperity for Japan. the samurai began
to govern through civil means instead of using military force. bushido
was no longer just the way of the warrior. it began to be adopted as
a general code of conduct by Japanese citizenry, who adopted the
principals of frugality, kindness, honesty and care for one’s family
members, particularly for one’s elders.
no longer operating during on-going conflict, many of the samurai
found themselves becoming bureaucrats or learning a trade. in 1588
it was decreed that only the samurai were allowed to carry swords, an
action that separated the warrior class even further from the farmerpeasant class. the samurai wore two swords – a short and a long one
– which reflected his privilege.

Winds of change
by the mid-19th century the tokugawa regime’s stability was
threatened by factors such as peasant unrest, which stemmed
from famine and poverty, as well as the incursion of western powers
into Japan and the signing of commercial treaties with the united
states, russia, britain, france and holland. the decision to sign
the treaties was not well received, and many conservative forces in
Japan, including many samurai began calling for a return of power
to the emperor.
the tokugawa shogunate was overthrown by the combined efforts of
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Bushido
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Pickford, Charlie Chaplin, walt Disney, Orson welles, samuel goldwyn,
David O. selznick, Alexander Korda, and walter wanger—many of the
same people who were members of United Artists—founded the
society of independent Motion Picture Producers. their aim was to
preserve the rights of independent producers in the film industry, and
they fought to end the monopoly of the five major hollywood studios
in order to open up the tightly controlled production, distribution
and exhibition of films. their 1942 antitrust suit against Paramount’s
United Detroit theatres resulted in the United states supreme Court
Paramount Decision which ordered the hollywood movie studios

cartier’s long and illustrious history of jewellery expertise is elevated to an art
in this daring, and stylish limited edition creation. there are many links between
jewellery and watchmaking, and cartier has shared its discoveries in each between
the two fields. at the end of the 19th century, the “trembling setting” technique

The samurai were a powerful military class that ruled Japan for more than 700 years. Originally,
provincial warriors who served wealthy and powerful landowners during the country’s feudal period,
the samurai rose to power by the mid-12th century, after a shift in power from the emperor and his
nobles to the heads of the clans in the countryside. The Gempeir War (1180-1185) saw the two greatest
clans go head-to-head, ending only when Minamoto Yoshitsune, one of Japan’s most famous samurai
heroes led his clan to victory against the Taira near Dan-no-ura. Yoshitsune was forced into exile by
his half-brother Minamoto Yoritomo, who then established the centre of government at Kamakura. He
created a military dictatorship, shifting all real power in Japan to the samurai.
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jobs and boost the local economy, and it offered filmmakers a wide
variety of locations and pleasant weather to shoot in, all year round.
Most importantly, hollywood was far away from edison’s new Jersey
base on the east Coast, which made it more difficult for the MPPC
to enforce its patents. with regards jurisdiction, it fell under the ninth
Circuit Court of Appeals based in san Francisco, which was averse to
enforcing patent claims.
there were many reasons for MPPC’s downfall. in 1911, eastman
Kodak modified its exclusive contract with the trust, which then
allowed it to sell its raw film stock to the independent filmmakers,
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cancelled, officially bringing an end to the edison trust.
this did not mean that it was plain sailing for the independents – the
collapse of the edison trust brought about a new era in film – that
of the studio system and a new dominating pack consisting of 20th
Century Fox, Metro-goldwyn-Mayer, Paramount Pictures, rKO
Pictures and warner Brothers. Beneath this top tier were Columbia
Pictures, United Artists (formed by Mary Pickford, Charles Chaplin,
Douglas Fairbanks and D.w. griffiths) and Universal studios. Fighting
for their lean slice of the motion picture pie, were those smaller studios
and independents – known as a collective as ‘Poverty row’.
As the power of the studio system grew quickly, a number of
filmmakers again felt the need to break away from dominant
monopoly and established themselves as independents. in 1941, Mary

Aircraft
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leading distributor), and the country’s biggest raw film supplier,
eastman Kodak.
For those filmmakers who declined to join the trust, or were refused
entry into the trust, it was a challenging period. the trust owned most
of the major patents relating to film, including the patent for raw film,
and they enforced their patents vigorously, often bringing lawsuits and
receiving injunctions against those outside of the trust, who became
known as the independents.
the inability to operate successfully without the constant threat of
falling foul of the trust, lead a number of independent filmmakers
to be creatively innovative when producing their films, like building
their own cameras, and moving their operations to hollywood,
California. the city welcomed them and their potential to create

Ballon Bleu De Cartier Vibrating
Setting Watch

Creativity, passion and pure excellence beat at the heart of Cartier’s timepieces. For more than
160 years, the Maison has drawn upon its innovative spirit to create masterpieces, which boast
new forms, with signature lines and sublime aesthetics.
In 2015, Cartier revealed a range of daringly creative timepieces at the Salon International de la
Haute Horlogerie (SIHH).

PREMIUM PLACEMENTS

european market which negatively affected the revenue and profits of
the MPPC members. (the independents, who were creating westerns
for the local market were largely unaffected by this.) however, the two
most significant blows to the trust’s survival occurred in 1912, when
the supreme Court of the United states cancelled the patent on raw
film and in 1915, when it ruled that the trusts actions went “far beyond
what was necessary to protect the use of patents or the monopoly
which went with them”. the trust actions were deemed illegal restraint
of trade under the sherman Antitrust Act and all MPPC patents were
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it was the need to break free from the monopoly on film production
and distribution held by the Motion Picture Patents Company(MPPC),
also known as the ‘edison trust,’ that caused disruptive innovation to
occur within the film industry in America. when it was established in
1908, the trust was made up of all the major film companies of that
period, including edison, Biograph, Vitagraph, essanay, selig, lubin,
Kalem, American star, America Pathé, as well as george Kline(the
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